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Russia lays down the law for a world in need of its wares

Russia has never been big on
adopting international standards.
While most of Europe had
brought in the Gregorian calen-
dar by the end of the 18th cen-
tury, it took Russia until after
the Bolshevik revolution of 1917
to fall into line.

But since last month’s Geor-
gian crisis, Moscow has taken a
string of actions that look to
many like a deliberate abroga-
tion of international economic
rules. In quick succession, it held
up streams of Turkish trucks at
customs posts, announced it
would suspend commitments
made as part of its application to
join the World Trade Organisa-
tion, banned poultry imports
from 19 American companies and
declared it would “review” the
trade privileges it currently
extends to Ukraine.

Anders Aslund at the Peterson
Institute for International Eco-
nomics in Washington, a critic
of the current Kremlin, says:

“Russia has been breaking agree-
ments at the rate of about two a
day.”

Ministers insist they are not
turning their backs on the world.
Dmitry Medvedev, Russia’s presi-
dent, said this week that Moscow
– the only big trading power out-
side the WTO – still wants to join
the club. But trade officials and
experts are not confident that
Russia is prepared to make the
sacrifices necessary. Moscow,
they say, has a distinctly mixed
record of binding itself with rules
that constrain trade and invest-
ment dealings with foreigners.

When it emerged from the
Soviet era in the early 1990s,
Russia rapidly started collecting
the badges of international eco-
nomic respectability. Under Boris
Yeltsin, president from 1991 to
1999, it agreed a flurry of bilat-
eral treaties protecting foreign
investors and signed the Energy
Charter Treaty, which aims to
guarantee security of investment
and supply for oil and gas. In
1993 Moscow started the long and
tortuous process of applying to
join the WTO.

But even before Mr Yeltsin was
replaced by Vladimir Putin, there
were signs that the drive to end
decades – indeed, centuries – of
relative economic isolation was
hitting potholes. The Russian
parliament, or Duma, refused to

back several of the bilateral
investment treaties, including
one with the US, and did not rat-
ify the ECT.

Since Mr Putin’s succession,
Moscow’s enthusiasm for interna-
tional trade and investment rules
has diminished sharply. Invest-
ment treaties tailed off abruptly,
while Russia adopted a new
model for its treaties that gave
foreign investors much less pro-
tection than the Yeltsin-era ver-
sion. The Kremlin also exploited
ambiguities in existing treaties to
argue that Russia itself has the
power to determine whether or
not its government’s actions con-
stitute “expropriation” of foreign
investors’ interests.

Some irate investors are trying
to hold Moscow to account. After
the Russian government in 2004
in effect seized the assets of the
oil giant Yukos, Europe-based
shareholders launched the larg-
est investment arbitration claim
in history. Their lawyers argue
that according to the rules of the
ECT, the treaty applies even
though it was not ratified. (US
shareholders have no such
recourse, since the US is not
itself an ECT signatory.)

But experience suggests that
collecting on any award might
prove difficult. After Franz Sedel-
mayer, a German businessman,
had property seized in St Peters-

burg, an arbitration panel ruled
he was owed compensation in
1998. Russia refused to pay and it
took nearly a decade of legal
wrangling before he got a court
to seize Russian government
assets abroad. Emmanuel Gail-
lard, head of international arbi-
tration at the law firm Shearman
and Sterling in Paris, represents
European shareholders of Yukos.
He says: “Russia has a terrible
record in compliance . . . They
want to get the benefit of

treaties without the obligations.”
Russia’s application to join the

WTO was encountering problems
even before the Georgian crisis.
Each of the organisation’s 153
existing members has the right
to block new entrants. Trade
diplomats say that Tbilisi in par-
ticular has been making things
difficult, retaliating for blocks
that Moscow imposed on Geor-
gian exports two years ago by
preventing meetings of the offi-
cial working party on Russia’s
accession.

Mr Putin says that Russia will
not join the WTO if the price is
too high and has threatened to
suspend import quotas of poultry
and other produce agreed as part
of its accession negotiations.

Moscow has further signalled it
might revoke bilateral trade priv-
ileges for Ukraine, arguing that
since its neighbour recently
joined the WTO, all members of
the group can use Ukraine’s priv-
ileged access to the Russian mar-
ket as an export platform. There
is little that Kiev can do about
this. Despite various attempts to
bind the former Soviet states into
a unified free trade area, Russia
and its immediate neighbours are
still covered by an ad hoc patch-
work of weak trade arrange-
ments. Mr Aslund says that with
the exception of Russia’s eco-
nomic union with Belarus, these

deals are “essentially meaning-
less”. Unlike most bilateral and
regional trade pacts, they have
little binding force or recourse to
dispute settlement through arbi-
tration.

All of this has left interna-
tional investors and governments
singularly short of statutory
instruments to stop Russia
throwing its weight around in
the trade arena. When the EU
suggested that it might stop
negotiations over renewing a

“partnership agreement” with
Moscow – an arrangement Mr
Aslund dismisses as of mainly
symbolic value in any case –
Vladimir Chizhov, Russia’s per-
manent representative to the EU,
was blunt. “We don’t need these
talks or this new agreement any
more than the EU does,” he told
reporters. “It is more a self-pun-
ishment for the EU.”

High world energy and food

prices have put Russia, a big net
exporter of both, in a powerful
negotiating position. One of the
EU’s key demands during Rus-
sia’s WTO entry talks is for Mos-
cow to promise not to limit or tax
its commodity exports – hardly a
sign of strength from Brussels.

Masha Lipman of the Carnegie
Moscow Center says: “If we envi-
sion Russia’s trading partners
saying we are no longer import-
ing from you, and no longer
exporting to you, of course Rus-
sia would suffer, but this is
totally inconceivable.”

Christopher Roberts, senior
trade analyst at the law firm
Covington and Burling, says:
“The Russians have always been
a great deal better than the Euro-
peans at interfering in trade. If
the Europeans try it, their trad-
ers are up in arms.”

Mr Medvedev said this week
that Russia had no wish to be an
outcast. “We don’t need any con-
frontation or isolation,” he said.
“We had enough of it for dec-
ades.” But unless Moscow’s hand
is forced by turbulence in its
banking system or by a collapse
in the demand for oil, the price of
acquiring all the badges of inter-
national propriety may be more
than it wants to pay.

Alan Beattie and
Charles Clover

Moscow’s 13year
application process
to join the WTO was
encountering
problems even before
the Georgian crisis

Vladimir Chizhov: ‘We don’t need
these talks any more than the EU’

The colonel’s
risky foray
Why Gaddafi is seeking to
shrink the Libyan state

Muammer Gaddafi is
the eternal revolu-
tionary. In his anti-
imperialist days, he

roused trouble by backing rebels
and radicals abroad, a costly
strategy that he eventually had
to abandon. His reincarnation as
a mainstream, more responsible
member of the world community
secured the survival of his
regime but it also left him look-
ing for a new cause. Now he
appears to have found his next
big revolution: upheaval at
home.

As Libya has sealed its interna-
tional rehabilitation – a proces-
sion of world leaders have
knocked on Mr Gaddafi’s door in
recent weeks, including Italy’s
Silvio Berlusconi and the US’s
Condoleezza Rice – the colonel
has turned against his own cabi-
net, in effect demanding its
abolition.

Under a plan revealed in a
speech in March and reiterated
this month on the 39th anniver-
sary of the coup that brought
him to power, most ministries
are to be disbanded. Instead, oil
wealth is to be distributed
directly to the people, leaving
them to organise and run the
economy. The shake-up recog-
nises the failure of the quirky
socialist-style system he put in
place decades ago. His so-called
Jamahiriya, or rule of the
masses, was translated into a
series of committees that are sup-
posed to represent the people yet

leave power concentrated in Mr
Gaddafi’s hands.

The problem, however, is that
no one knows what the latest
plan means in practice or how a
new system might work. Many
fear it is a recipe for chaos.

If Mr Gaddafi acts on his
words, Libya will by the start of
next year have only a few gov-
ernment institutions: security,
defence, foreign affairs and
energy. The rest, including edu-
cation and healthcare, will
become, as he says, the “respon-
sibility” of the Libyan people.
“Each one of you, prepare to take
his portion of the wealth and
spend it as you wish,” he
declared recently. “As long as
money is administered by a gov-
ernment body, there would be
theft and corruption.”

Some Libyans hope the notori-
ously unpredictable leader’s lat-
est experiment will prove a
momentary folly. Mr Gaddafi has
a habit of announcing big deci-

sions, then reversing them. He
has in the past dissolved some
ministries and moved others
away from Tripoli, the capital. A
decade ago, he ordered all retail
outlets to close, in order to be
replaced by government-owned
stores, but later decided that the
shops could reopen.

More recently, his discourse
has been more supportive of the
private sector and of the free
market. Yet that did not stop him
from rounding up a dozen busi-
nessmen last year and locking
them up for a week, in what ana-

lysts saw as warning to big busi-
ness. Observers suspect that this
time the colonel is determined to
follow through with his plans,
taking Libyans on another risky
adventure. Mr Gaddafi himself
expects his policies to create
chaos “for a year or two”, as he
put it in his September speech.

“Gaddafi has a vision of perma-
nent revolution and this guaran-
tees his control,” says George
Joffe, a London-based expert on
Libya. “His new plans also
respond to pressure for change
from the outside world and from
his own elite. This is his own
interpretation of what he thinks
capitalism means – the market is
people and people have to make
their own arrangements.”

With a population of only 5.8m
and sizeable but underexplored
oil reserves, Libya should be as
prosperous as the small Gulf
states of the Middle East. But a
decade of international sanc-
tions, the diversion of resources
for the colonel’s political causes
and persistent mismanagement
have left it with dilapidated
infrastructure and a lethargic
state-dominated economy.

In 2006, with the encourage-
ment of Seif-al-Islam al-Gaddafi,
the leader’s reform-minded son
who had been instrumental in
the rapprochement with the
west, the government hired
armies of consultants to recom-
mend economic strategies.
Michael Porter, the Harvard
management guru, was also
invited to Libya to offer his con-
tribution. Mr Porter, once an
adviser to Ronald Reagan as US
president, helped to produce a
200-page document that called for
prioritising tourism, agriculture
and construction to diversify an
economy in which oil and gas
account for 70 per cent of gross
domestic product. But Libyan
observers say the slow pace of
development has frustrated both
Gaddafis, prompting the calls for
a more drastic approach.

A main problem, businessmen
say, is the inability of the system
to transform itself, because Mr
Gaddafi has built a weak state
topped by inept cronies from the
early days of the revolution who
continue to have extensive
access to the leader. Many of
these officials, according to a
western observer, “are incompe-
tent, have no idea of leadership
and do not know how to
delegate”. But as north Africa’s
wealthiest nation, it can no
longer blame western powers for
its predicament. Its emergence
out of the diplomatic wilderness
comes at a time of high oil prices,
providing the means to back an
economic transformation.

Over the past three years, a
series of measures have raised
hopes that Libya may engineer a
relatively stable transition away
from a command economy. As oil
prices have risen and Libya has
accumulated higher revenues –
net foreign assets are likely to
reach $100bn (£56bn, €70bn) this
year, up from $40bn in 2005 – the
government also set up a sover-
eign wealth fund with about
$50bn in capital. The central
bank meanwhile launched a pri-
vatisation programme, selling
stakes in two local banks to for-
eign institutions and merging
others.

At a time when other oil pro-
ducing countries have grown
more resistant to foreign invest-
ment, Libya has welcomed back
the international oil majors as it
seeks to raise production from a

current 1.8m barrels per day to
3m b/d in five years. BP has been
working on a $900m gas explora-
tion deal and Eni recently agreed
to renegotiate its contracts, giv-
ing Tripoli a greater share of
profit. Oil executives say they do
not expect Mr Gaddafi’s plans to
affect the industry, which would
continue to be managed by
Libya’s National Oil Company.

Investment in tourism too has
started, with at least three five-
star hotels planned (there is only
one in Tripoli today). Dubai’s
Emaar Properties, the regional
real estate giant, is planning to
develop a whole new city near
the capital.

But business complains that
the administration is dysfunc-
tional, because no one dares to
take the initiative or make deci-
sions. Projects that are launched
are often not followed through.
Internal regime politics compli-
cate matters. Reformers around
Seif Gaddafi have been locked in
a power struggle with the old
guard, many of whom have
financially benefited from his
father’s rule. Seif himself is said
to be facing increasing competi-
tion for power from his brother
Moatassim, the head of security.

Some analysts suggest that
the idea of a government
overhaul was influenced
by the ambitious Seif as a

way of getting rid of top officials
he believes to have blocked
reforms. But Seif’s efforts at
reforming the system without

‘What they’re doing
comes from the view
that everything else
has been tried but
didn’t work . . . It’s a
wild experiment’

having an official position within
it are seen as another sign of
weakness. An exasperated Lib-
yan describes him as a well-
intentioned “dreamer” who
wants to introduce a degree of
liberalisation but who “is not
day-to-day in the kitchen, which
is a problem”.

Adding to the confusion, Seif
announced late last month that
he was retreating from politics.
Strangely, he declared that the
creation of “new institutions”
meant he would no longer need
to intervene in affairs of state.

“Reforms will start by a new
administration structure and end
with a popular contract which
will keep the Jamahiriya system
in place but with a new form that
is different from the bad initial
one,” he said. But political ana-
lysts play down his exit, suggest-
ing that it was designed to put
pressure on the old guard and
strengthen Seif’s position within
the regime.

As rivalries play themselves
out at the top, businessmen and
analysts are waiting for the out-
come of deliberations by various
committees, which have been
charged with interpreting Mr
Gaddafi’s new demands and fig-
uring out how the country will
work and how a wealth distribu-
tion system will operate.

According to Khaled Sakr,
head of the International Mone-
tary Fund’s mission to Libya,
only $4bn has been included
in the budget for direct distribu-
tion to Libyan citizens this year.

He says he would be more
alarmed about the implications
for inflation and the quality
of expenditure if the much
larger amount originally
announced – $20bn-$25bn – were
being disbursed.

It is not clear yet, however,
how much will be allocated for
next year or what form it will
take: cash, shares in companies
or a combination of both. Busi-
ness says the uncertainty is slow-
ing the workings of government
even more than usual. They com-
plain that the confusion imposed
by the leadership could prove
another lost opportunity for
Libya. “What they’re doing is
nonsense – it comes from the
view that everything else has
been tried but didn’t work,” says
one businessman who has
worked in Libya. “Maybe it’s a
revolution on the revolution and
it keeps everyone on their toes
but it’s a wild experiment.”

Dirk Vanderwalle, a professor
at Dartmouth College of the US
and a Libya specialist, says the
leader’s latest revolution is,
above all, a sign of the regime’s
inability to create a modern state
responsive to the needs of its citi-
zens. “Libya needs a much
stronger state that actively adju-
dicates between citizens and
channels money in a meaningful
fashion throughout the economy.
But he [Mr Gaddafi] says, ‘let’s
just simply hand it over to the
people’ without ensuring it’s
done fairly or equitably, and
without accountability.”

The maverick leader
has reengaged with
the world but intends
to create upheaval at
home by devolving
ministerial powers,
write Roula Khalaf,
Andrew England
and Heba Saleh
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The Kremlin is taking
an increasingly
assertive line with
its trading partners –
and there is little
they can do about it

Muammer
Gaddafi on a
visit to France:
he accepts his
plan to end the
government’s
involvement in
functions such
as education
and healthcare
will create
chaos ‘for a
year or two’

Alphafrance

From the ‘third universal theory’ to ‘we cannot go on like this’

In 1977, Muammer Gaddafi
created his own theory of
government to consolidate his
revolution. Choosing neither
capitalism nor communism, he
came up with the “third universal
theory”, which he detailed in his
famous Green Book, and turned
his state into a Jamahiriya,
which means “the rule of the
masses”.

A form of socialism with
Islamist overtones, the
Jamahiriya system purported to
give real power to the people by
establishing, at least in
appearance, a direct democracy.

In reality, however, the system
allowed neither political parties
nor elections. It created a
complicated structure that
ensured Mr Gaddafi – whose
title is Guide of the First of

September Revolution – ruled
unchallenged.

Under his unique style of
government, Libyans are
represented through local
congresses, each of which sends
a representative to the General
People’s Congress. This body is
supposed to act as a legislative
assembly, but it has no real
power and is used simply to
confirm Mr Gaddafi’s decisions.

Daytoday decisionmaking
meanwhile resides in the
socalled General People’s
Committees, the equivalent of a
cabinet, with its secretaries
acting as heads of ministries.
More substantial power has in
the past resided in revolutionary
committees, headed by people
close to the leader and with
young, zealous members. The

power of these committees,
often described as the regime’s
watchdogs, was curtailed in the
1980s, however, after they faced
mounting accusations of abuse.

Now Mr Gaddafi is turning
against his own system. In
March, he said the General
People’s Committees had failed
to manage resources and satisfy
Libyans’ needs. “We cannot go
on like this, especially when the
price of oil has reached more
than $100 per barrel,” he said.

The cabinet, he concluded,
must be dissolved. Instead,
Libyans would form “real
people’s committees”. They
would be given the cash so they
could allocate funds for
infrastructure, education and
health – and in this way ensure
that the money was well spent.

Analysis
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Mohamed ElErian


History books will document
that the global economy
experienced a sudden stop
after September 15. In accen-


tuating long-standing structural weak-
nesses, the manner in which Lehman
Brothers failed disrupted the trust that
underpins the smooth functioning of
market economies. As a result, virtu-
ally every indicator of economic and
financial relationships exhibits charac-
teristics of cardiac arrest.


The situation will get worse before it
gets better and it will only get better if
there is a shift in thinking in both the
private and public sectors: away from
comforting yet unrealistic notions of a
return to “business as usual” and
towards the more nasty reality of a
volatile journey to a different destina-
tion. The implications are far-reaching
as they speak to more market acci-
dents, disorderly sectoral realignments
and additional shifts in policy.


Up to September 15, debate focused
on moral hazard, or the extent to
which government bail-outs encourage
irresponsible behaviour. The need to
signal the government’s seriousness
about market discipline partly drove
the decision to let Lehman fail. What
was less well understood was that it
matters a great deal how an institu-
tion’s failure affects the capital struc-
ture.


The way Lehman failed disrupted
payments and settlements. Around the
world, market participants stepped
back in mass from what, up to then,
were standardised, routine, predictable
transactions. Not surprisingly, all main
indicators are now violently heading
south. It is not just about consumption,
investment and employment in the US,
which will result in a 4 per cent plus
contraction in gross domestic product
in this quarter alone. It is also about
pressures on production in Brazil,


China, Japan and Russia, as well as the
slowdown in construction in the Gulf.


What we are witnessing goes well
beyond a cyclical economic shock and
a consolidation of the financial sector.
We are also in the midst of a prolonged
increase in precautionary behaviour
among entities that have suffered
massive wealth destruction and face a
multi-year clean-up of assets and busi-
nesses. Without further adjustments,
there will be an aggravation of the neg-
ative feedback loops that have been so
detrimental to global welfare.


It is time to suspend unquestioned
faith in a quick return to the past and
adjust to the reality of change. The
shift in thinking means spending less
time looking for a market bottom and
more ensuring that cash and collateral
management keeps pace with disrup-
tions that are global in nature and
indiscriminate in impact. It calls on
policymakers to eschew simple local
optimisation between policy alterna-
tives (for example, capital injections
versus asset purchases) for a holistic
response – including more of what we
saw last week in the US in the form of
large co-ordinated multi-agency steps
to compensate for dysfunctional credit
markets.


In continuing with a bolder policy
approach to offset chaotic economic
deleveraging, governments should be
clear about four principles.


First, intervention should be limited
to sectors at the centre of the healing
process, thereby supplementing recent
success in the commercial and money
markets with the gradual normalisa-
tion of the housing and financial sec-
tors.


Second, wherever they can, govern-
ments should partner the private sector
which, in most cases, would involve
voluntary co-investments, but in some
cases (such as US cars) may require
co-ordinated burden-sharing among
stakeholders. Third, they should
address upfront exit mechanisms.
Finally, they should not let the best be
the enemy of the good: crisis manage-
ment inevitably results in inconsisten-
cies that a subsequent reconciliation
and reform effort must address.


Aggressive government involvement
runs counter to the basic tenets of a
market system. It should be minimised.
But, when it is required because of
massive and cascading market failures
such as those of today, it should be
subject to these principles. The weaker
the adherence to such principles, the
greater the cost to human welfare and
the lower the likely effectiveness of
any policy action. Coming to grips
quickly with this brutal reality is cru-
cial for safeguarding the longer-term
sustainability of market mechanisms,
both domestically and globally.


The writer is co-chief executive and co-
chief investment officer of Pimco, and
author of When Markets Collide: Invest-
ment Strategies for the Age of Global
Economic Change, winner of the 2008
FT/Goldman Sachs business book of the
year award


It is time to suspend
unquestioned faith
in a quick return to
the past and adjust to
the reality of change


Only new
thinking
will save
the global
economy


Time to give something back, Bob


In Robert Rubin’s autobiography, he
recounts, as Treasury secretary in
1995, trying to persuade President Bill
Clinton to back a bail-out of Mexico
that might cost $25bn. You mean
$25m? someone asked. “No,” said
Larry Summers, then an
undersecretary, “billion with a B”.


Rescuing an entire country for
$25bn seems like a bargain these days,
when Citigroup, Mr Rubin’s current
employer, has just been bailed out to
the tune of $45bn (€36bn, £30bn) by
Hank Paulson, the current Treasury
secretary.


Citigroup’s rescue was not only
more costly than Mexico’s but has
tarnished Mr Rubin’s reputation,
which was so high when he left the
Treasury in 1999 that he could
virtually name his price.


Name it he did: an initial three-year
contract with Citi that guaranteed
him at least $15m a year, barring
“extraordinary circumstances
drastically negatively affecting
Citigroup operating results”.


Funny, that rainy day is here.
The mess in which Citi finds itself


raises awkward questions for
Mr Rubin, whose job has always been
hard to define precisely, but who has
taken home $115m for performing it
during the past nine years.


Recently, Mr Rubin has been trying
to explain why he is not to blame. His
defence of himself, while ingenious,
has holes in it. Last year, he chose
not to take an annual bonus and I
expect that he will repeat the gesture
this year. But, in these extraordinary
times, he could do more to atone.


The case against him is simple: he
was a highly paid member of the Citi
inner sanctum – a director and an
adviser to successive chief executives
– in a period when Citi went astray.
His defence is multi-layered.


The first pillar is that he was only
an adviser to senior executives and
not an executive himself, so he was
not responsible for its losses in
mortgage-backed securities and other
things. He told The Wall Street
Journal last week that his role was
“an experienced senior person who
has no axe to grind”.


He is rewriting history a bit since
he records in his autobiography In an


Uncertain World (co-written with
Jacob Weisberg) that he did not want
just to be a glad-hander for a bank
but sought “a real role in
management”. That is why he joined
Sandy Weill and John Reed at Citi.


It is fair to say that Mr Rubin never
had direct oversight of others, barring
a brief period as chairman when
Chuck Prince resigned from the post
last year. But he clearly had, in the
broad sense, authority.


Take the meetings in which
Mr Rubin participated in 2004 and
early 2005 at which Mr Prince and
other executives – helped by outside
consultants – talked over the level of
trading risk Citi was taking compared
with other banks.


Mr Rubin was present in his
consigliere role and endorsed the idea
that Citi should take more risk, a
move that ultimately led to it having
a vulnerable balance sheet when
trouble struck in 2007. He insists that
he hedged it with qualifications such
as the need for risk controls, which
does, to be fair, sound like him.


Does the fact that he was only
offering advice and had no knowledge
of how Citi’s fixed income traders
would execute the strategy get him off
the hook? Plainly not.


Mr Rubin was not just some bloke
with grey hair offering his two
pennies’ worth. Not only was he a
board director, but he was a former
chairman of Goldman Sachs and
before that an arbitrage trader and
co-head of fixed income.


What he said carried all the more
weight because Mr Prince was a
lawyer without the same financial
background and expertise as
Mr Rubin. In taking that stance,
Mr Rubin was placing his trust in
Tommy Maheras, Citi’s fixed income
head, who resigned in 2007.


The second pillar is that he could


not have foreseen what has just
occurred in financial markets because
nobody, or extremely few people, did.
He might have predicted a reversal
similar to the 1994 bond downturn, or
the 1998 collapse of Long-Term Capital
Management, but not this.


That is sort of true, although a man
whose core conviction is “that nothing
can be proven for certain” should
have left open the possibility of a
financial disaster, but it is, in an
important sense, irrelevant.


The fact is that Citi charged into
opaque forms of risk-taking at what
turned out to be the top of the market
and several of the senior executives in
that room at the time have lost their
jobs. Perhaps Mr Rubin was less
culpable than others, but he bears
some responsibility.


The third pillar is perhaps the most
tenuous of all. Most people would say
that Mr Rubin was paid so much
money at Citi – more than several
senior executives – that he was
obviously a powerful figure. His reply
is that, no, he could have earned as


much elsewhere for doing a less
expansive job than at Citi.


This might also be true, given the
inflated pay market at the time for
former statespeople who could hobnob
with prime ministers and chief
executives to gain business. But that
was a bubble phenomenon and he was
paid for the job he did.


Given all of this, Mr Rubin needs to
find a way to make up for his part in
Citi’s downfall. My suggestion is that,
in addition to giving up his bonus for
this year and last, he returns, or gives
to a good cause, the bonuses he got in
2005 and 2006, the years when Citi’s
risk-taking ratcheted up.


Doing so would provide a salutary
example to Citi and other banks as
they try to work out how, in future,
to claw back annual bonuses from
trading that subsequently goes wrong.
It would cost him $30m, which is
quite a lot of money, but a reputation,
as Mr Rubin knows better than
anyone, is a precious thing.


john.gapper@ft.com


John Gapper


Comment


Imagine if Tony Blair lost his job as
British prime minister because he
guest-hosted Delia Smith’s cooking
show. Then his successor, Gordon
Brown, had to go because protesters
occupied Heathrow Airport and his
cabinet was obliged to run the
government from Sheffield. The
parallels are imperfect. But there, in a
nutshell, you have the past few
months of Thai democracy.


Until now, Thailand has managed to
sustain an image as a relatively
stable, law-abiding country. This is
despite the fact that it has adopted 17
constitutions and suffered umpteen
coups in its 76-year history as a
constitutional monarchy. But who is
counting? That is partly because there
has often been an almost ritualistic
element to Thai military interventions
in which men in neatly pressed
uniforms ushered in one set of
civilians and waved out another
without a whole lot of bloodshed. I
was in Thailand for the coup of 1985


(was there only one that year?) and
failed to notice it.


It is also because, almost oblivious
to who is in power, Thailand’s
economy has trundled along fairly
merrily, growing quickly for decades
and then bouncing back from the
Asian financial crisis of 1997. In the
past eight years, it has posted a
respectable average annual growth
rate of 5.5 per cent. Certainly, it has
failed to live up to once common
expectations that it could be the next
Taiwan or South Korea. It now tends
to be benchmarked against the likes
of Vietnam and Malaysia. But
companies have generally regarded
Thailand as a safe place to do
business and tourists have seen it as
a comfortable spot to lounge around
on the beach.


That era may be drawing to a close.
If Thais are not careful, the country
could become the next Asian basket
case. Thailand’s ability to ignore the
obvious flaws in its institutions is
being threatened by the stand-off
between Bangkok’s middle class and
the rural voters of the poor north-east
who helped elect telecoms
entrepreneur-turned-politician Thaksin
Shinawatra to the premiership in 2001.
Mr Thaksin, deposed in a 2006 coup,
has recently disappeared from view.


In the latest episode of this
compelling but destructive soap opera,


elect yet another proxy of Mr
Thaksin. That could send the whole
saga into yet another repeat cycle.


The risks to Thailand are twofold.
The first is economic. With a growing
list of other countries to choose from,
business may start to think of
somewhere better to put its money
and tourists somewhere more tranquil
to acquire a suntan. The sight of tens
of thousands of passengers stranded
as yellow-shirted protesters rampaged
around the airport is likely to harm
an industry that accounts for 6 per
cent of gross domestic product and is
a huge employer outside the cities,
where good jobs are hard to come by.
Goldman Sachs estimates that damage
to tourism will shave 1.6 percentage
points off GDP, threatening its already
modest growth forecast of 3.3 per
cent. Many economists say the
economy could sink much further
next year. The central bank responded
yesterday with a 1 percentage point
cut in rates. That is unlikely to be the
end of it.


Thailand’s role as part of the
regional supply chain could come
under threat. To cite one small
example, a chain of Japanese
optometrists pares costs by relaying
orders for new lenses to Thailand the
instant a customer’s eyes have been
tested. The lenses are then couriered
to Japan, ready for pick-up 48 hours


later. Such a business model is
untenable if airports are unreliable.
And if airports are prone to sudden
occupation, airlines may reconsider
using them as regional hubs and
bases for their maintenance
operations. Will Itoh, Bill Clinton’s
ambassador to Thailand, said in the
Nelson Report, a Washington-based
newsletter: “Thailand’s reputation as
a stable and economically prosperous
country which welcomes tourists,
businessmen and students has been
severely damaged.”


Just as worrying is the nature of
Thailand’s institutions. Countries can
sometimes manage without
functioning governments. But
underlying institutions need to be
impartial and dependable. That is not
the case in Thailand, a country that
has to deal with a southern
insurgency as well as mayhem in its
capital.


The PAD went home after the court
endorsed its view that the Somchai
government was corrupt. But what
would have happened if it had not? If
the demonstrators had really trusted
in the court’s authority and
impartiality, they could simply have
waited for the rule of law to take its
course. Evidently, they felt it needed
a little nudge.
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Thailand: the next Asian basket case?
members of the People’s Alliance for
Democracy – which does not actually
advocate democracy – have forced out
Somchai Wongsawat, brother-in-law of
Mr Thaksin. The PAD, which
represents the urban elite, has a
genuine distaste for the former prime
minister’s populist, authoritarian
ways. But more fundamentally, its
supporters cannot stand ceding power
to people they regard as ignorant
peasants, fit to clean their apartments


and drive their taxis, but not to help
shape their political landscape. Many
of its supporters advocate a limited
democracy with a partially nominated
parliament.


After days of occupying Bangkok’s
two main airports, the PAD has
gained its victory. The constitutional
court ruled this week that Mr
Somchai’s election was at least partly
due to vote-buying. There is likely to
be another election in which, if recent
history is any guide, the people will


A country’s underlying
institutions need to
be impartial and
dependable. That is
not the case in Thailand


David Pilling


A sense of crisis keeps life sweet for Sarkozy
Dominique Moïsi


For political as well as business
leaders the worst of times can
also be the best of times. This
has been particularly true


lately for Nicolas Sarkozy, the French
president. It should come as no sur-
prise given his unique combination of
energy and pragmatism.


In the UK, the crisis looks like
Gordon Brown’s first and last
“Churchill moment” with the same
likely outcome: greatness followed by
defeat in the ballot box. By contrast, in
France the electoral calendar seems
much more favourable to the incum-
bent president. Elections are not due
before 2012 and the situation may get
much worse before it gets better,
just in time for the next presidential
contest.


A view frequently heard in relation
to Mr Sarkozy is: “I may not like him
personally but I am glad he is there as
my president and as president of
Europe. If Ségolène Royal were in his
place in France and Czech president
Vaclav Klaus in Europe (which will be


the case as of January) we would have
been in an even bigger mess. At least
there is a pilot in the plane.” It is
obvious that the crisis has been good
for Mr Sarkozy. His popularity – which
had declined rapidly after his election
in May 2007, partly because of the com-
plexity of his private life – has
rebounded in a spectacular manner in
the past few months. Financial and
economic mayhem combined with a
new marital harmony has helped
improve his image. The fact that the
French European Union presidency
coincided with the crisis in Georgia
and “Black September” in the financial
world provided Mr Sarkozy with a
golden opportunity.


He was everywhere, impressing his
fellow citizens with his energy and
pragmatism, transforming himself in
the process from a remarkable
politician into a respectable statesman.
He was the good lawyer acting as the
fixer with Russia in the Caucasus; the
pragmatic leader quick to grasp the
gravity of the financial crisis and to
seize on the urgent measures devised
by Mr Brown, the UK prime minister;
the creative thinker pushing for a reju-
venated international system that


would integrate the new leaders of the
world in the Group of 20 summit in
Washington.


The French, be they for or against
their president, can give only a positive
assessment of this new Sarkozy;
someone is in charge whom they trust
more than anyone else, all the more so
given that there is no alternative in the
opposition. For once the president is


lucky, with the Socialist party in a
suicidal mood replaying “Florida 2000”
in the confusing selection process of its
leader at the very time America was
rehabilitating politics in the eyes of the
world by overwhelmingly choosing
Barack Obama as president.


Mr Sarkozy never had it so good, but
how long will it last? If a majority of
French citizens now have a positive


opinion of their president, they are also
deeply pessimistic and apprehensive. A
disturbing proportion of French people
(60 per cent) declared in a recent poll
that they were afraid of being homeless
in the years ahead.


Their apprehension can easily turn
into despair if the measures decided by
the president fail to produce positive
results, if unemployment figures
explode at the time the housing market
plummets. The present French angst,
based on fear of the future, leads to
fundamental questions about what
should be the role of the state; this in a
country where citizens tend to behave
towards their state as adolescents
towards their parents, with a mixture
of rejection and demands for protec-
tion.


Should the state be confined to a role
of guarantor or returned to one of
manager, directly involved in the run-
ning of the economy in a deep process
of renationalisation? This problem
leads to the issue of Europe.
Mr Sarkozy has been undeniably good
for France’s place in Europe, but has
he encouraged, by his energetic and
sometimes unilateralist style, the
return of a sense of Europeanness or,


on the contrary, the rise of nationalist
tendencies spurred by the difficulties of
the time?


As France is about to leave the
presidency of the EU, is there a little
more or a little less Europe in the
minds of Europeans and in the eyes
and perception of the world? There is
no clear answer to this question, for it
depends on so many variables, the
most important being the gravity and
duration of the present economic crisis.
This question has a specific French
dimension. Nature abhors a vacuum.
The self-destructive behaviour of the
Socialist party has not only favoured
Mr Sarkozy and his supporters, but
also the extreme left, which is slowly
occupying the space left open by the
demise of the extreme right and the
divisions of the Socialists.


The worst of times can also be the
best of times, provided they do not last
too long. This warning, of course, is
true far beyond Mr Sarkozy’s France.


The writer is a senior adviser at
France’s Institute for International
Relations. The French version of his
latest book The Geopolitics of Emotion
has just come out in France


If a majority of French
citizens now have a
positive opinion of their
president, they are also
deeply pessimistic
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Dennis Snower


Governments face two alterna-
tives in dealing with the
financial crisis. The first
option is the “fingers


crossed” strategy: hope that the worst
is over and do the minimum necessary
to support large financial institutions
that may still start to wobble.


This is smart if the financial crisis
has now been overcome, since this
strategy prevents wasting money.
Unfortunately, the sources of the finan-
cial crisis persist and thus the crisis
itself cannot be considered vanquished.
There are three important reasons.


First, the financial crisis was
spawned through deficient regulation
and supervision. This problem has not
been solved. Second, we still have not
overcome the solvency problem. Third,
huge capital infusions are offered to
failing financial institutions, which
attempt to hoard the cash rather than
lend it to desperate companies with
basically sound business plans.


Unless these problems are solved, we
face the danger that the financial crisis
will ignite afresh. That brings us to the
second policy option, to find a cure
designed to defeat the underlying dis-
ease. In my judgment, the following
package could do the trick:


The systemically relevant financial
institutions should be identified. The
government would then give these
institutions a solvency guarantee –
irrespective of whether they ask for it.
That solves the solvency problem.


These institutions would receive
commensurate regulation and supervi-
sion. The regulation would specify cap-
ital adequacy ratios that depend on the
risk and transparency of the underly-
ing financial products. That addresses
the problem of deficient regulation.


The solvency guarantee would be
financed not just by the taxpayer, but
also by the bond- and stockholders.


This can be ensured through debt-for-
equity swaps, whereby the bondholders
are turned into stockholders. Then the
bondholders contribute financing of the
solvency guarantee since the value of
their equity falls short of the initial
value of their bond holdings. The stock-
holders contribute by absorbing a dilu-
tion of their equity. This is what hap-
pens, de facto, when companies go
through Chapter 11, except that the
debt-for-equity swaps for the systemi-
cally relevant financial institutions
should not be voluntary, but imposed
by the government as a prerequisite for
its capital infusion.


What are the risks? The swaps would
increase the future financing costs of
the institutions, since future bondhold-
ers would take account of the risk of
loss through the swaps. Thereby the
debts of these institutions would rise.


Would the government then have to
bear this additional debt as well? No.
The government would announce in
advance what the taxpayers’ contribu-
tion is to be. The rest of the adjustment
takes place through the debt-for-equity
swaps. If the future financing costs
rise, more swaps would be required to
ensure solvency.


Would the higher financing costs
harm the financial system? Again, no.
The higher costs simply reflect the
actual risks of the financial institu-
tions. The institutions come to bear the
costs of their risks, and thereby we
avoid another source of the financial
crisis – the decoupling of risk-taking
from the costs of that risk.


But are not the adjustment costs
from this strategy at least as large as
those from the “fingers crossed” strat-
egy? Quite the contrary. We have the
choice between a financial system in
which the risks from reckless transac-
tions remain implicit and untranspar-
ent, and a transparent system in which
regulation, oversight and the swaps
reveal the risks and adjust asset values
accordingly. In both systems, the costs
of reckless behaviour must be borne,
but in different forms: in the transpar-
ent system through the reduction of
asset values and in the untransparent
system through insolvency risk.


But the costs in the untransparent
system are far higher. If a systemically
relevant financial institution collapses,
a chain reaction of confidence reduc-
tion ensues that threatens the exist-
ence of other systemically relevant
institutions, as well as countless other
enterprises in the real economy.
Although initially the costs of risk rev-
elation (in the transparent system) are
equivalent to the costs of insolvency
risk (in the untransparent system), the
latter costs get multiplied through
financial contagion.


We urgently need to adopt the prob-
lem-oriented strategy. The longer we
wait, the more we allow the financial
contagion to spread.


The writer is president, Kiel Institute for
the World Economy, and professor of
economics, Christian-Albrechts Univer-
sity, Kiel
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Wall Street insiders and fools’ gold


If Bernie Madoff has lost $50bn
(€35bn, £32bn) of other people’s
money, as he is said to have admitted,
why did they trust him with it?


With hindsight, the whole affair
seems deeply implausible. We know
that nobody produces rock-steady
returns of 15 per cent or more, year in
and year out, unless he or she is
either a genius or a crook.


Yet people lined up to entrust their
savings to Mr Madoff. Many of them
got a tip from a friend or adviser
about a Wall Street operator with a
great record. The Madoff broker
network also included many funds of
funds and private banks that oozed
financial sophistication.


Why did they fall for it?
It is an old story: the allure of the


Wall Street insider. No one thought
that Mr Madoff was operating a Ponzi
scheme but plenty of people thought
he had an unfair advantage. He was a
former Nasdaq chairman and one of
Wall Street’s biggest marketmakers.
Enough said.


“We all hoped, but we knew deep
down it was too good to be true,
right? I mean, why wasn’t everyone in
on this game if it was so strong and
steady?” wrote Robert Chew, one
Madoff investor whose wife’s family
has lost $30m, on Time.com. “The way
it was described to us was that the
‘New York people’ had a system.”


The New York people always do,
particularly at the height of a bull
market, when it looks as if Wall
Street insiders are positioned to make
more money than everyone else.
Given the opportunity, who would not
try to invest alongside them?


Henry Blodget, a former analyst
who was charged with issuing
fraudulent research by the Securities
and Exchange Commission in 2003
and settled the case by paying $4m,
argued on his Clusterstock blog that
many Wall Street veterans thought
Mr Madoff was up to something.


They did not think he was recycling
client funds, according to Mr Blodget;
they suspected that he was using
inside information from his big
marketmaking operation to
“front-run” trades for his clients. That
would have explained his oddly
consistent high returns.


Even if Wall Street did not think so,
some of Mr Madoff’s millionaire
clients probably did.


Mr Madoff made this point himself
at a debate last year at the
Philoctetes Centre in New York. He
first brazenly asserted that it was
“impossible for an [insider trading]
violation to go undetected, certainly
not for a considerable period of time”
because of regulatory safeguards.


He added, however, that this was
“something that the public really
doesn’t understand. If you read things
in the newspaper, and you see
somebody violate a rule, you say:
‘Well, they’re always doing this.’ ”


Indeed so, and if you are in a
country club in Palm Beach or on the
shore of Lake Geneva, half of you
thinks this is a disgrace and the other
half may wonder: “How do I get a
piece of the action?”


Mr Madoff’s pitch fitted perfectly
into the long and ignoble tradition of
Wall Street fund managers luring
ordinary folk with the promise of hot
investments during booms.


Charles Mitchell did so in the 1920s
by selling securities through National
City Bank’s investment banking arm,
before foundering in the 1929 crash.
The scandal brought on the separation
of banks and securities houses in the
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933.


The last time it happened on this
scale was in the 1960s. That was the
era when aggressive mutual funds
flourished and hedge funds became
well-known investment vehicles.


“The hedge funds of 1965 . . . were
Wall Street’s last bastions of secrecy,
mystery, exclusivity and privilege.
They were the parlour cars of the new
gravy train,” wrote John Brooks in
The Go-Go Years, his book about the
1960s stock market mania that
culminated in the 1970 crash.


The 1960s had a Bernie, too: Bernie


Cornfield, whose Investors Overseas
Services mutual fund group was the
biggest in the world before, at the
end, it tipped into a Ponzi scheme.
“Do you sincerely want to be rich?”
was this Bernie’s question to those
who wanted a job.


Mr Madoff was more subtle than
Cornfield, since he was selling to
those who were already rich (or fairly
rich) and wanted comfortable security
more than dazzling but volatile
returns. They sought the privileges of
hedge fund investment combined with
the safety of annuities.


In the real world, you do not get
that – or not for long, anyway – but
they were offered nirvana. We now
wonder at their gullibility but two
things made him plausible.


First, this was an age of credulity.
People had become used to
double-digit increases in the value of
houses and Wall Street was full of
people leaving investment banks to
become hedge fund managers. And
Mr Madoff presented himself as
offering something comparatively


modest and reassuring. He would not
shoot for the moon but he would give
people secure prosperity.


Second, he had a network of
financial advisers, many of whom had
invested their own cash, who
portrayed investing with Mr Madoff as
a privilege. It was a Main Street
version of the access that institutional
investors and foundations had to
private equity and hedge funds.


On the face of it, funds of funds,
private banks and investment advisers
were simply offering Mr Madoff’s
services as a skilled veteran of
financial markets who had such
old-school values that he did not
charge hedge fund-style fees.


Behind that, some detected the
unspoken promise that Bernie would
use his Wall Street connections to
make sure his clients came out well
from his trades. The fact that they
believed Wall Street was “always
doing this” was not a deterrent; it
was a recommendation.
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Mao Zedong was right all along. Deng
Xiaoping was a “capitalist roader”.
Thirty years ago today, at the catchily
named third plenum of the 11th party
congress central committee, Deng
wrested power from the old guard
loyal to Mao and launched China on
the path of market reform.


Of course, history is never so clear-
cut. Struggle and counter-struggle had
been raging within the Communist
party since Mao had died two years
earlier. Deng, forced to work at a
tractor factory during the Cultural
Revolution because of his “rightist”
tendencies, had long believed rigid
communist ideology and overweening
state interference were leading the
economy down a dead end.


Yet today is as good a time as any
to take stock. Deng’s China, to this
day a pragmatic blend of capitalism
and communist state control, has
lasted 30 years. That is one year more
than Mao’s China, born in 1949 with
the victory of the Red Army and


subsequently dragged through the
madness of the Great Leap Forward
and the Cultural Revolution. What
have those 30 years brought to China
and to the world?


A degree of economic prosperity,
undoubtedly. By 1978, China had
begun to recover from the brutal
distractions of the later Mao years. By
dint of its sheer scale, it was already
the world’s 10th largest economy. But
annual income per capita was still
pitifully low at $190, making it,
according to the National Bureau of
Statistics, 175th in the global pecking
order. Three decades of compounding
nearly 10 per cent annual growth has
brought income per head to about
$2,500, and much higher than that on
the prosperous eastern seaboard.
Although that still ranks only 132nd –
other countries have not stood still
either – China has become the world’s
fourth biggest economy, second on a
purchasing power parity basis.


As a trading nation, China has gone
from 27th to third. It runs trade
surpluses with the US far larger than
those Japan mustered in the late 1980s
when one US congressman made a
show of smashing a Toshiba radio
cassette recorder in protest at the
rising economic threat from Tokyo.


China’s warp-speed industrial
revolution – “a compression of
developmental time” in the phrase of


more than giving space – often by
turning a blind eye – to what China’s
entrepreneurial citizens were already
doing. The month before Deng seized
control, 21 farmers in Xiaogang
village in eastern Anhui province
concluded a secret pact to divide their
communal land into individual farms.
So daring was their act that they
made provision to look after each
other’s children should they be
arrested. A few years later an
estimated 300m rural households were
parcelling out land, often regaining
control over plots to which their
ancestors had held title for
generations.


The same happened in industry,
where so-called “red hat” capitalists
set up private businesses in the guise
of state enterprises. Many raised
capital from family or underground
banks. As long as such freedom
created wealth and did not challenge
party authority, Deng was prepared to
let a hundred flowers bloom.


He and the leaders who followed
him did take some top-down decisions
that helped unleash China’s economic
potential. In 1980 he set up the special
economic zones, such as Shenzen,
which became magnets for foreign
capital and expertise from Taiwan,
Hong Kong and other free-market
economies China was seeking to
emulate. But other reforms went


wrong. When Deng freed prices in
1988, it triggered the high inflation
that was at least a proximate cause of
the Tiananmen Square protests.


The Communist party appears to
have brought 30 years of spectacularly
smooth growth, even allowing for the
statistical manipulation that
sometimes occurs. But that obscures
often desperate flailing as the party
cranks this lever and that to produce
the economic progress on which its
survival ultimately depends. Beneath
these shifting policies lies one
inalienable understanding: “We’ll give
you growing prosperity, if you don’t
question our right to absolute power.”
Yet there is an inherent contradiction
between exerting unyielding political
control and trying to unshackle
entrepreneurial creativity.


That does not mean the
arrangement is under imminent – or
even mid-term – threat. Both
Singapore and Japan offer evidence
that one party can maintain power,
even without the benefit of force. But
for all China’s impressive economic
progress, the past 30 years have owed
much to cobbling together policy and
struggling to reconcile contradictions.
The problem with fumbling from
slippery rock to rock is that there is
always the danger of falling in.
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China’s ‘warpspeed’ industrial revolution
James Kynge, whose book China
Shakes the World captures the
historical significance of its rise – has
transformed the global economy. Its
foreign reserves, at nearly $2,000bn,
are easily the largest in the world,
providing the liquidity that helped
inflate the global bubble. Its export of
cheap goods has allowed the world to
consume far more than it once did.
On the demand side, China’s ravenous
appetite for steel, iron ore, coal,


petroleum, grains, oilseeds and so on
pushed prices to vertiginous heights
until its abrupt economic slowdown
this year helped bring them crashing
down again.


Yet the process by which these
astonishing changes have occurred
owes as much to accident and
experiment as to grand design. Deng
likened his non-ideological, gradualist
approach to “crossing the river by
feeling for the stones”. Many of the
so-called market reforms were little


The astonishing changes
of the past 30 years
owe as much to
accident and experiment
as grand design


David Pilling


Clarity is needed in the Fed’s new world
Mark Gertler


With Tuesday’s unprec-
edented decision to move
the Fed funds rate in
effect to zero, US mone-


tary policy has entered a brave new
world. Active fiscal policy will soon
take the lead in stimulating the econ-
omy. But as the Federal Reserve’s bold
statement indicates, it has both the
means and the will to continue playing
an integral role in combating the cur-
rent crisis. The tools remaining at its
disposal involve facilitating the flow of
funds in credit markets. While many of
these measures are new, they are all in
keeping with the Fed’s traditional role
as a lender of last resort and guardian
against financial crises.


Despite using non-conventional tac-
tics, the Fed’s basic strategy will
remain the same. As in every postwar
recession it will attempt to offset the
weakness in the economy and seek to
fuel recovery by reducing credit costs.
In previous recessions it was able to
accomplish this by dramatically reduc-
ing short-term interest rates. The


current recession, however, is abnor-
mal. Even though short-term nominal
rates are near zero and real rates are
slightly negative, credit costs remain
high. The reason is that credit spreads
are unusually elevated. These elevated
spreads have raised borrowing costs
and deepened the recession. They are
also the main obstacle to recovery.


Credit spreads normally rise during
recessions as borrower quality deterio-
rates. However, the central cause of the
extraordinary elevation of credit
spreads in this crisis is the widespread
distress among financial institutions
that originated from the subprime
crisis. Reducing credit costs in the
current environment, accordingly,
requires that the Fed intervene to miti-
gate the impediments to the flow of
privately intermediated funds.


Here the Fed will continue to pursue
two complementary strategies. The
first is partially to substitute for pri-
vate intermediation by directly lending
funds to certain classes of borrowers.
Given that it can obtain funds at a
lower cost than the financial institu-
tions in distress, the Fed can in turn
lend them out at a lower rate. The
Fed’s plan to purchase agency debt and


mortgage-backed securities, which
made a path-breaking appearance in
the statement, reflects exactly this kind
of strategy. The second approach, in
conjunction with the Treasury, is to try
to repair damage to private financial
institutions directly through equity
injections and temporary guarantees.


In this new era, central bank commu-
nication will surely be more challeng-


ing. To date, the Fed’s lending facilities
have largely worked to contain and
moderate credit costs in certain sec-
tors, as opposed to sharply reducing
them. To make further progress it may
be necessary not only to expand the
facilities, as the Fed’s statement indi-
cates, but also to build investor confi-
dence by clarifying exactly how these
programmes will affect the economy.


A related issue is that it will be more
difficult to measure the stance of Fed
policy: there will be no simple analogue
to the Fed funds rate. Credit aggregates
alone are unlikely to yield precise
information about the Fed’s efforts to
stimulate borrowing and lending,
because they depend on both supply
and demand factors. Moreover, the Fed
is no more able to control credit aggre-
gates than it can broad monetary
aggregates. Similarly, it cannot directly
control credit spreads. However, credit
spreads supplemented with informa-
tion about lending standards and credit
quantities are likely to be more inform-
ative about how well financial markets
are functioning. Though imperfect indi-
cators, these spreads give a more direct
measure of the costs of private interme-
diation than do credit quantities.


The threat of a deflation of the kind
that plagued Japan in the 1990s
enhances the need for a clearly articu-
lated strategy. The textbook way for a
central bank to keep the economy out
of a deflation/stagnation trap is for it to
build investor confidence by clearly
signalling its intention to sustain a
stimulative policy as long as necessary.
Under normal circumstances, this is


accomplished with pronouncements
about the path of short-term interest
rates and possibly also monetary aggre-
gates. However, in this climate of
financial market stress, anticipation of
high credit spreads can undo this strat-
egy. It is for this reason that the Fed’s
statement signals a commitment not
only to keep the funds rate low as long
as conditions warrant, but similarly to
stand ready to sustain and enlarge its
credit programmes as needed.


Finally, outlining an exit plan is nec-
essary. Because private institutions are
still in distress, it makes sense for the
Fed to continue to facilitate intermedi-
ation within its legal powers to moder-
ate credit costs. As a result, the Fed’s
balance sheet is only likely to expand
through the recession. However, once
private intermediaries recapitalise and
the real economy firms up, the Fed will
want to withdraw from direct interme-
diation of private loans. By communi-
cating an exit plan as clearly as possi-
ble, the Fed will minimise investor
uncertainty and thus aid the recovery.


The writer is the Henry and Lucy
Moses professor of economics, New York
University


The tools remaining at
the Federal Reserve’s
disposal involve
facilitating the flow of
funds in credit markets
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James Flaherty


T he financial crisis that began
14 months ago in the US has
intensified and spread around
the world, threatening to roll


back economic progress that has been
made over the past two decades. Gov-
ernments have been responding in a
co-ordinated fashion and will continue
this work in the lead-up to the summit
of the Group of 20 leading economies.


Few countries are as dependent on
trade or as integrated into the global
financial system as Canada. Yet our
financial sector continues to weather
the turbulence better than many other
countries. This did not happen by
chance. Canadians by nature are pru-
dent and our financial system has been
characterised as unexciting. Canada’s
regulatory regime ensures that stabil-
ity and efficiency are balanced. As a
result, Canadian taxpayers have not
had their money put at risk in response
to this crisis. If Canada’s financial sys-
tem is boring, perhaps the world needs
to be more like Canada.


Before we examine grand designs for
global regulatory regimes, we need to
recognise that good regulation begins
at home. Effective national regulatory
regimes could have prevented this cri-
sis and must be our first line of defence
against any future one. We all need to
draw lessons from those systems that
worked well and apply them to our
national regulatory regimes.


First, we need to regulate all pools of
capital that rely on leverage. The crisis
has demonstrated the devastating
impact that unregulated entities can
have. Transparency requirements must
be the price of admission to global mar-
kets. Different financial services may
have different regulatory requirements,
but we need to bring them all under a
regulatory umbrella.


Second, capital and liquidity buffers
need to be large enough to handle big


shocks. Moreover, regulators must
restrain overall use of leverage. Some
have criticised high Canadian capital
requirements for banks as being too
conservative. But the strong balance
sheets of Canada’s banks through this
period speak for themselves.


Third, it is not enough for regulation
to look at individual institutions. It
needs to look at the system as a whole.
Risks that may appear sensible in isola-
tion can be unsustainable from a sys-
temic perspective. This systemic van-
tage point must be used to mitigate
any tendency to underestimate risk
when times are good. This requires co-
ordination across the government, cen-
tral bank and regulatory agencies.


Fourth, we need to make market
infrastructure more transparent and
resilient. Non-transparent over-the-
counter trades and naked short-selling
reduced the stability of the system.


This crisis has demonstrated that
even countries with strong financial
systems can feel the effects of inade-
quate regulatory regimes elsewhere.
Countries may hesitate to impose new
requirements on their own institutions
if these measures will create a competi-
tive disadvantage. This points to the
importance of the fifth step: strength-
ening international co-ordination,
review and surveillance to create a bet-
ter second line of defence. Canada was
a pioneer of the joint International
Monetary Fund-World Bank financial
sector assessment programme. This
independent review of domestic finan-
cial systems should be mandatory and
public. We need to strengthen the role
of international colleges of supervisors
to ensure better understanding of sys-
temic risks and to co-ordinate national
actions. We need IMF surveillance with
teeth. Countries must live up to their
responsibilities to support global finan-
cial stability and growth. Nowhere is
this more important than in correcting
global imbalances through appropriate
exchange rate and macroeconomic poli-
cies to support growth.


The process of how we make deci-
sions is equally important. In two dec-
ades of unprecedented growth, we have
seen the emergence of dynamic new
economic players that must be full par-
ticipants at the global table. Canada
took one of the largest share cuts of
any country in the recent IMF reform
exercise to ensure that emerging econo-
mies are better represented. This
broader range of voices must be heard
in other venues such as the Financial
Stability Forum.


Together, these reforms must ensure
that incentives are aligned to support
stability and that resilience is built
into the financial system.


The open market system did not fail
in this crisis. However, some forgot
Adam Smith’s maxim that the invisible
hand needs to be supported by an
appropriate legal and regulatory frame-
work. We need to work together to
strengthen those frameworks, and that
work must begin at home.


The writer is Canada’s finance minister


Our regulatory regime
ensures that stability and
efficiency are balanced.
Taxpayers have not had
their money put at risk


‘Boring’
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the world


Detroit tries to fool them again


Having exhausted the search for “rich
Arabs” who could prop up his
company, having tired of calls for
“laissez-faire for ever and other
assorted bullshit” and having decided
that “bankruptcy would be
catastrophic”, the chief executive flew
to Washington to beg.


“I think we are doing enough to
help ourselves. You just watch us.
You will see a lot of action at
Chrysler. You will see better cars and
you will see better service and better
quality,” he promised.


Thus spake Lee Iacocca, chief
executive of Chrysler, seeking a
federal bail-out in October 1979.
Sounds familiar.


Mr Iacocca’s eponymous memoir
ends, after fierce tussles with critics
who tried to stymie federal loan
guarantees, with Chrysler put back on
its feet by the US taxpayer.


Twenty-nine years later, Detroit is
in trouble again. It faces falling sales,
an oil shock and a liquidity crisis,
with its Asian competitors selling
more fuel-efficient, smaller cars. This
time, all three of the Detroit comp-
anies are in line for government aid.


Rick Wagoner, chairman and chief
executive of General Motors, is
repeating Mr Iacocca’s pitch. The US
cannot afford a Detroit failure, which
would hurt suppliers and cause high
unemployment and economic chaos.
GM has a good recovery plan; it just
has to be tided over.


Another bail-out is practically a fait
accompli. Barack Obama, the US
president-elect, has signalled that
he favours one and is pushing
George W. Bush to act quickly.
Democratic congressional leaders want
some cash from the $700bn bail-out
fund to go to the big three, in
addition to a $25bn (€20bn, £17bn)
loan to make better cars.


After the financial panic that
followed the collapse of Lehman
Brothers, and with recession looming,
there is little appetite for letting GM,
Ford and Chrysler go bankrupt. One
motor industry-funded study
calculates it could cause 3m job losses
and cost the US government $160bn.


But, before the cash starts flowing
to Detroit, here are three reasons this
bail-out is a bad idea.


First, it will reward failure. To read
Mr Iacocca’s memoir is to realise that,
while Detroit often pledges to change
and periodically shows progress, one
thing is unchanged in two decades. It
is still overpromising and
underdelivering against Japanese and
South Korean rivals.


GM, Ford and Chrysler are better at
talking their own book than making
cars, which is a tough business. It is
particularly hard when you are stuck
with high structural costs, an inflated
dealer network and regulations that
provide you with incentives to make
trucks and sports utility vehicles.


GM can point to some new cars,
such as the Chevrolet Malibu, that are
of high quality and that 14 of its 15
new vehicles between now and 2010
will be passenger cars or crossovers
(lighter SUVs). But when Detroit says
things will be different this time, why
should we believe it?


Second, it will preserve chronic
overcapacity. For years, the Detroit
car companies have pumped up US
sales to 16m or 17m units a year with


financial incentives in order to keep
their factories going. They made it so
cheap to buy a new car that the
average age of cars on the road has
steadily fallen.


As a result, when recession looms,
customers can stop buying cars
because the ones they already have
work fine. GM now expects annual US
sales to fall to about 12m per year in
2009 and 2010, which amounts to
financial catastrophe for Detroit.


The big three want tax breaks
and subsidies to inflate US sales
again, although the sustainable level
is far lower than they have been
pretending. “This industry needs to
lose capacity. It is obsessed with
vehicle renewal and accelerating the
replacement cycle, which pushes up
fixed costs,” says John Wormald of


Autopolis, an industry consultancy.
Third, a Detroit bail-out will harm


the US auto industry as a whole
because it will benefit the least
efficient companies, while the most
efficient ones – Asian companies that
build vehicles at non-unionised plants
in southern states – will face
subsidised competition.


We know how this story ends
because we have seen it elsewhere.
The UK, which struggled for
decades to prop up underperforming
British car companies, finally
conceded defeat to US and Asian
companies, only to find it gained a
more stable industry that employed
more people.


All any government can do is stand
in the way of history for a time, and
the US is becoming a repeat offender.
Perhaps the immediate cost of a
Detroit bankruptcy is too high but the
long-term effects would be beneficial,
a point Margaret Thatcher recognised
in the 1980s when, as UK prime
minister, she stood up against unions
to enforce closures of coal mines.


Having said all of this, a Detroit
bail-out is going to happen anyway, so
how can the US get the most from its
flawed investment?


One condition Washington should
insist on is that GM takes over
Chrysler and reduces Detroit’s big
three to two. It is what GM, and
Chrysler’s owner, Cerberus Capital
Management, planned before the cash
crunch struck and GM started angling
for federal money instead.


The GM-Chrysler logic still holds. It
might cost $10bn to close plants and
dismiss half of Chrysler’s 66,000
employees but the US would get a
smaller and stronger industry and
Detroit’s competitors would be less
crowded out by the US taxpayer. For
the struggling economy, it would be
painful but bearable.


Besides, Chrysler has already had
one bail-out from Washington and
promised to do better in future.
Congress would need an awfully short
memory to be fooled again.


john.gapper@ft.com
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Comment


Chinese statistics and Chinese milk
packaging have something in
common. Do not believe what you
read on the label. Just as state-owned
companies allowed suppliers to boost
the supposed protein content of infant
milk powder with melamine, an
industrial plastic, so state-controlled
statisticians have sometimes doctored
official figures to suit the Communist
party’s needs.


The goal has been smooth growth.
Thus state figures have sometimes
underestimated true expansion.
Likewise, in the previous slowdown,
when electricity generation stalled,
economic activity mysteriously
rumbled on unaffected. Thus when
we learn that China will, over two
years, pump Rmb4,000bn ($586bn,
€466bn) into an economy growing at
“only” 9 per cent a year – a veritable
comedown from the 10-12 per cent an


octane-fuelled populace has come to
expect – we should sniff the contents
suspiciously.


Equity and commodity markets
initially cavorted in response to signs
that China, the world’s only
super-economy still going strong, was
acting decisively to ensure things
stayed that way. But, as the
subsequent market sag hinted, the
stimulus package may not be all that
it seems. Real growth rates may
already be lower than official figures
purport. Stephen Roach, chairman of
Morgan Stanley Asia, says Beijing is
acting as though it is “panicked”,
suggesting that economic activity may
have dipped below the 8 per cent
Chinese observers, in their
questionable wisdom, have determined
as the level required to keep social
unrest in check.


Certainly, anecdotal evidence
suggests that output sank alarmingly
last month, far more quickly than
anyone imagined was possible just
weeks ago. Here, a big chemicals
company reports that orders fell by
half in October. There, a banker that
thousands of labour-intensive factories
in Guangdong, the engine-room of
China’s export-led miracle, have
disappeared almost overnight.


prices. But bursting bubbles, even in
a command economy, is not that easy.
Instead of taking the froth off the
property market, Beijing has drained
it dry. “They thought they were fine
tuning,” says Arthur Kroeber,
managing director of Dragonomics.
“But China remains a boom-and-bust
19th century economy.”


If attempts to ease growth lower
have misfired, efforts to ratchet it up
again may not go so well either. Ben
Simpfendorfer at Royal Bank of
Scotland says he is wowed by the
sheer amount of money Beijing is
chucking at the problem – at least
3 per cent of gross domestic product a
year, even if one discounts half the
announced investments as money
already pledged. But China’s
“increasingly market driven economy”
may sink more quickly than new
funds can be deployed, he says.


Mr Simpfendorfer cites the housing
market, worth about 7 per cent of GDP
and now largely in private hands.
Even if banks are instructed to lend,
property developers cannot be obliged
to borrow, putting the government at
one stage removed from direct control
over economic levers. Ten years ago,
when most housing was public,
turning the investment tap off and


then on again was much easier.
Western governments, with newly


acquired control over their once
private financial systems, can hardly
fail to sympathise with China’s efforts
to cajole banks into funnelling state
money towards the real economy. Nor
is Beijing alone in exaggerating the
size and potential impact of stimulus
efforts. Japan has turned
double-counting into a comic art form.
Yet, given the need to reassure
shaken consumers, selling old money
as new may not be bad policy.


China is a centrally planned system
in a slow, uneven transition to a
market economy. The US and Europe
have, perforce, taken a step in the
opposite direction. Neither can turn
their economies on a dime.


Certainly, China’s demographics,
continuing mass urbanisation and the
scope for improving productivity
almost guarantee that fast growth will
resume. But anyone who imagines
that China possesses the immediate
firepower to haul the world out of
recession should run some lab tests.
Like its dairy products, the China
growth story is not quite as
unadulterated as it seems.


david.pilling@ft.com


Chinese growth – the unadulterated version
Export growth has slowed, but not


yet stopped, suggesting there is worse
to come. Without stimulus – if things
go terribly wrong, perhaps even with
it – economists are wondering
whether growth could shrink to 6 per
cent, at least for a quarter or two.


The sudden slowdown was not made
in Wall Street. It originated in
decisions adopted last year to take the
heat out of a boiling property market


– partly because of fears, now
evaporated, about inflation. Banks
were told to curtail lending to the
property sector. Property developers
were obliged to build lower-income
housing and buying a second home
was made more difficult.


China’s policies contrasted with
those in the US and Europe, where it
was beyond the remit of independent
central banks to try to tame asset


The stimulus package
may not be all it seems.
Real growth rates may
already be lower than
official figures purport
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Macroeconomic policy is essential to stability
JeanClaude Trichet


The financial market turmoil
has been keeping the world on
tenterhooks for more than a
year now. After a long period


of stability, 2007 marked a turning
point, with the start of turbulence in
financial markets that will be remem-
bered for a long time. Central banks,
supervisory authorities and govern-
ments worldwide have responded and
continue to respond decisively to the
emerging vulnerabilities and materiali-
sation of risks, so as to restore stability
and conditions conducive to growth as
soon as possible.


The root cause of the crisis was a
widespread undervaluation of risk.
This included an underpricing of the
unit of risk and an underassessment of
the quantity of risk that financial oper-
ators took upon themselves. Several
policymakers had indicated during 2006
and early 2007 that market participants
needed to prepare for a significant cor-
rection. As chairman of the global
economy meetings of central bank gov-
ernors, I myself reported my col-
leagues’ sentiments on this matter. At
the same time, several financial stabil-
ity reports, including from the Euro-


pean Central Bank, the Bank for Inter-
national Settlements, the Financial Sta-
bility Forum and other organisations,
had analysed vulnerabilities and
warned of the emerging weaknesses.


A number of factors had contributed
to the financial environment that pre-
vailed until mid-2007. The spreading of
the “originate and distribute” banking
model led to a separation of those hold-
ing credit risks from those monitoring
and managing them. Investors assumed
that originators would perform proper
risk management, but had no guaran-
tee that this would be the case. They
put full faith in the ability of rating
agencies to draw up risk assessments
for instruments that were new. More-
over, some large financial institutions
showed a massive concentration of
risk, considering the overall size of
their balance sheets and capital. While
the extensive spreading of risk is gen-
erally a stabilising factor at the system
level, in extreme circumstances, such
as a global loss of confidence, the
impact is by definition systemic. A loss
of confidence on precisely that scale
occurred in mid-September this year.


While we are managing the current
situation, we also have to start design-
ing ways to strengthen the global
financial system in a sustainable way.
The FSF has been drawing lessons


from the crisis and its work has been
built upon by the international commu-
nity. In this context, three factors in
particular have to be addressed in
order to correct the widespread and
massive undervaluation of risks: short-
termism, lack of transparency and
excessive pro-cyclicality.


Modern financial systems have
favoured instruments and intermediar-
ies that promise large returns in the


short term. Institutions come under
pressure to follow the strategies of
those able to show high short-term
profits. This process tends to lead to
herding behaviour, in which risk con-
trols easily become a secondary issue.
We need to counter these mechanisms
and establish the right incentives for
achieving a balance between short-
term and long-term investors and inter-
mediaries. Incentives for market partic-
ipants need to be strengthened in this


respect, including through revised
internal compensation schemes.


The second point concerns transpar-
ency. Despite all regulatory advances
and progress in information technol-
ogy, the financial system has been
characterised by a lack of transparency
about the ultimate allocation of risks.
Two examples are the sheer complexity
of structured financial products, which
even sophisticated investors are not
able to assess properly, and the lack of
regulation for certain financial institu-
tions. Regulators therefore need, in
particular, to tighten up requirements
for markets in which structured finan-
cial products are traded and strengthen
reporting requirements for formerly
unregulated institutions.


Finally, pro-cyclical behaviour is pro-
nounced in financial systems. But in
the present global financial system
there are mechanisms that intensify
fluctuations. The challenge is to pre-
serve an efficient financial system as
an engine for economic growth and at
the same time ensure its stability. For
example, capital regulations and provi-
sioning rules as agreed by the Basel
committee on banking supervision, and
industry governance structures, espe-
cially in the area of risk management,
need to restrain excessive risk-taking
in upturns and discourage excessive


conservatism when credit to companies
and households is most needed.


An ambitious and effective reform of
the financial system is necessary but
not sufficient to restore a stable global
economic order. Lasting financial sta-
bility also requires macroeconomic pol-
icies that have a medium-term orienta-
tion and that are stability-oriented and
sustainable themselves. This means
that large domestic imbalances need to
be avoided and that expectations must
be solidly anchored towards medium-
term sustainability. After all, pro-
cyclicality can stem not only from reg-
ulatory policies but also from macro-
economic policies, where it is equally
undesirable. In a global context, there
is hence a need to strengthen signifi-
cantly IMF surveillance over economies
that are systemically relevant.


The IMF’s multilateral consultation
with key partners is a process that can
be built upon. Greater discipline in the
global economy is needed to foster sta-
bility and help balance short-term
and long-term prosperity more
appropriately.


The writer is president of the European
Central Bank. This article is based on a
speech at the 5th ECB central banking
conference on “The euro at ten: lessons
and challenges”
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Eric Knight and
Glen Suarez


T he cost of capital of business
enterprises is determined by
providers of debt and equity.
It generally rises with increas-


ing leverage and business risk, and this
contributes to an efficient allocation of
capital. Strangely, unlike other compa-
nies, banks appear to have a cost of
capital that does not rise with increas-
ing risk. Most banks enjoy a lower cost
of debt than, say, the National Grid, a
monopoly with no business risk and
significantly less leverage. There is a
paradox here that goes to the heart of
how banks take investment decisions
and has implications for investors, tax-
payers and the economy.


For banks, the cost of deposits is
reduced by an explicit guarantee pro-
vided by the state. For “systemically
important” financial institutions, the
state also provides an implicit guaran-
tee to other creditors. Little if anything
is charged for these. This has allowed
the largest banks to have almost
unlimited borrowing capacity at a cost
that reflects the state’s creditworthi-
ness, not their leverage or business
risk. The state attempts to control lev-
erage by requiring banks to hold mini-
mum amounts of equity capital for dif-
ferent types of assets – but critically
requires almost no capital at all for a
wide variety of supposedly risk-free
assets. The combination of unlimited
cheap debt with minimal capital con-
straints permitted the largest banks to
create huge proprietary trading books
almost entirely financed by debt. This
is the wholesale banking model that
has developed during the past decade.


Does this benefit shareholders? Not
really. Although the lower cost of debt
is an “advantage”, it is shared by all
systemically important banks and it
seems that banks compete it away. Sec-
ondly, the absence of market discipline


leads banks to invest in riskier assets –
such as subprime mortgage loans – at
prices that fail to reflect this risk.
Thirdly, the extremely high leverage of
many banks means that their equity
can be destroyed by tiny variations in
asset values, even if the assets are fun-
damentally sound. Fourthly, these
arrangements have led to responsibil-
ity for external risk-monitoring being
transferred largely to regulators
instead of being borne by the market.
This undermined the accountability of
boards to shareholders. Finally, this
has incentivised banks to make them-
selves systemically important, i.e., too
big to fail. The winners in this game of
financial brinkmanship have been
mostly bondholders and senior employ-
ees, not shareholders or taxpayers.


While the cost of debt is unaffected
by risk, this is absolutely not true of
the cost of equity. It is difficult to
observe this in the market since banks
rarely issue new equity – but when
they do, this results in massive dilution
to existing shareholders. It is also hard
to detect this from management’s
behaviour since, with so little equity in
the capital structure, it matters little
what the cost of equity is. As of June
2008, Europe’s wholesale banks had
only 2.3 per cent tangible equity to
total assets: there comes a point at
which everything is just “funding”.


The solution to this is neither
increased regulation, nor asking tax-
payers to pay for the banks’ past folly.
The banking sector will need to find far
more equity than has been raised over
the past year and the bulk of this can
only come from existing institutional
shareholders – or from restructuring
outstanding debt. In the longer term,
shareholders (and taxpayers) are better
served by correcting the incentives for
banks and their managers and letting
the market do the heavy lifting. Banks
should pay for the state’s guarantee,
according to their leverage, to ensure
that their costs of debt rise with the
risks they assume. Managers should be
incentivised to maximise a return on
assets rather than metrics such as
return on equity or earnings per share,
which are boosted by leverage. Boards
should publish simpler annual reports
designed for shareholders not regula-
tors, highlighting ROA and leverage,
and strive for absolute not relative
total shareholder returns. The market
will reward conservative, well managed
banks through a rising share price over
time. Finally, shareholders would bene-
fit by restructuring the boards of these
banks to include experts who are inde-
pendent and prepared to act as owners.


Radical changes are required in cor-
porate governance, remuneration, dis-
closure and the way banks treat share-
holders. Very few banks have reached
out to existing investors on these criti-
cal issues. It is time they did so.


Mr Knight is chief executive and Mr
Suarez is director of investment at
Knight Vinke Asset Management.
Knight Vinke is an investor in a number
of European banks


The largest banks
have almost unlimited
borrowing capacity at
a cost that reflects the
state’s creditworthiness
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taking risks


The banker’s fall will be fatal


Bankers have never been popular, but
Washington’s rejection of the $700bn
bail-out for banks on Monday recalled
the odium that attached to them in
the Great Depression.


Americans rightly wonder why their
taxes should be used to rescue
bankers from their folly. In the 1930s,
bankers were called “banksters” – to
rhyme with “gangsters” – as a result
of 1920s swindles such as the sale to
small investors of Peruvian bonds
that became worthless.


It is odd, as well as infuriating, that
investment bankers managed to take
the public for such an expensive ride
again. Only 10 years ago, the author
Ron Chernow declared the “death of
the banker”, arguing that Wall
Street’s grip on the financial system
was ebbing.


Yet here we are again – this time
with governments around the world
opting to rescue banks rather than
risk economic disaster.


At the risk of repeating Mr
Chernow’s mistake, however, this
crisis will truly kill the banker. By
that, I mean it will end the reign of
the investment banker as society’s
leading figure of wealth and influence,
cutting a swath through the world
and being deluged with money.


Does this make the rest of you (not
the bankers, I mean) sad? No, I did
not think so. I know plenty of likeable
and ethical bankers, but as a general
rule, they are in disrepute.


Wall Street’s behaviour during the
mortgage boom bears a nasty
resemblance to that of Charles
Mitchell, the head of National City
Bank, which sold dodgy securities to
Main Street in the 1920s. Mitchell
turned National City’s broking arm
into a securitisation machine.


John Brooks, author of Once in
Golconda, records Mitchell boasting
before the 1929 crash: “We have . . . a
large force devoting itself to the
manufacture of long-term credits
suitable for public distribution.” This
paper included Latin American bonds
and shares in flimsy companies.


The same could have been said in
the past five years by Wall Street
banks, which turned mortgage loans
into securities and sold them to
investors. They got the raw material


for their factory from Main Street,
where 1m estate agents and brokers
cajoled people to buy houses.


With hindsight, Wall Street was
operating a giant scheme to turn
equity in Main Street houses into
fees and bonuses. Dealbreaker, the
finance blog, calculates that house
sales and mortgage securitisation
generated roughly $2,000bn in fees
between 2003 and this year.


With this sort of money washing
through the system, it is hardly
surprising that Wall Street became
such an attractive – and large –
employer for many bright and
ambitious young people.


When I left university, few
graduates thought of going into
“merchant banking”, as it was then
known in the UK, and almost no one
into stockbroking. In recent years,
however, investment banking has
become the first place for graduates to
seek their fortunes.


Employment in the US securities
industry has more than doubled since
the downturn that followed the 1987


stock market crash – from 417,000 in
1990 to 867,000 this year.


Many of those jobs – and much of
the bonus pool that supported them –
are at risk. I do not think investment
banking will regain its hegemony for
a very long time, if ever.


Wall Street veterans will smile and
shake their heads at this point. Has
their industry not shown, time and
time again, its ability to shrug off
downturns and disgraces by curtailing
one business and replacing it with
another bonus-generating activity?


When underwriting commissions
were squeezed in the 1970s, it turned
to selling shares to mutual funds. In
the 1990s, profits came from mergers
and acquisitions and retail investing.
When the technology bubble burst,
Wall Street discovered mortgages.


If you put a lot of clever people in a
room and promise them big rewards
for coming up with fresh ways to
make their banks money (also known
as “financial innovation”), they can be
surprisingly creative.


But it is hard to imagine Wall
Street dusting itself off and getting
back to business as usual this time.


For one thing, bankers’
unpopularity – with politicians,
regulators and the rest of us – has
been propelled to greater heights than
before by this crisis. How others
regard you is not a matter of life or
death – I, after all, am a journalist –
but it will hurt the industry.


Furthermore, banks cannot employ
so many people on such good terms in
future. In the credit bubble,
investment banks grabbed ordinary
bank lending and turned it into an
overly complex business that
employed thousands.


As commercial banks swallow up
Wall Street investment banks, lending
will revert to a routine business that
does not throw off enough fees to


support a Wall Street lifestyle. Nor
will any new business easily take the
place of mortgages. Mr Chernow
argued in The Death of the Banker
that transparency – starting with the
1933 Securities Act – had steadily
narrowed Wall Street’s profit-making
opportunities.


In mortgages, Wall Street found a
magical combination of financial
leverage and lack of transparency,
since mortgage securities and related
derivatives are over-the-counter
instruments. That allowed investment
banks to make money from
information-starved investors.


The Wall Street banks that are left
will try to find a replacement, of
course. But it will be next to
impossible to find a new business as
large, and with such profit potential,
as credit securitisation.


This will mean the death of a lot of
bankers. It may not provide as much
pleasure as killing all the lawyers.
But it is a start.
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Comment


Did America hang itself with Asian
rope? I put this to a Chinese official
last week and, quick as a flash, he
responded: “No. It drowned itself in
Asian liquidity.”


Asia’s part in America’s financial
downfall has been two-fold. First,
shiploads of cheap goods from China
and other low-cost producers helped
keep a lid on US prices. That lulled
the Fed, with its tight focus on the
consumer price index, into thinking it
could have it both ways: high growth
with low inflation.


Second, Asian bank reserves of
$4,300bn (£2,400bn, €3,000bn) – enough
to fund Treasury secretary Hank
Paulson’s bail-out six times over –
combined with petrodollars to provide
the US with almost endless liquidity.
This poured into US Treasuries and
Fannie and Freddie bonds,
suppressing US interest rates,
inflating the housing bubble and
funding buy-now pay-later
consumption.


Western banks and hedge funds
used Asia, particularly Japan, as an
enchanted pool of money. Through
the so-called carry trade, they dipped
their ladles into its ultra-low interest
rate waters and splashed the proceeds
around on exotic, high-yield
instruments. For a while it all worked
beautifully. You know the rest.


In one sense, this is a story of
Asian prudence versus US
recklessness. By accumulating vast
savings – China and Japan alone
boast 40 per cent of global central
bank reserves – Asians have lived
below their means so that Americans
could live beyond theirs. Asia
bankrolled US budget and trade
deficits and provided the cash for
banks and individuals to go on a
spending spree and for Washington to
fight wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.


“Arguably, the US overextended
itself in international relations and in
the management of its domestic
situation. It spent way beyond its
means,” says Fang Xinghai, director
general of Shanghai’s Financial
Services Office. “For a while, the US
thought this was great and that this
trade could go on forever.”


While it lasted, China and others
were able to grow at supercharged
rates by lending to Americans so that
they could import its products. Now
that wheeze is over, Asia will suffer


reappraisal in parts of Asia too. “More
people understand that America is not
as great as it was 10 years ago,” says
Shen Dingli of Fudan university in
Shanghai. “This is not a time for
China to be on a par with America.
But the relative shift of the centre of
gravity does bring China more
confidence.”


For the moment, though, the fates
of Asia and the US remain more
aligned than opposed. Chinese,
Singaporean and other Asian
investors have lost billions on their
stakes in failing western institutions.
Asian governments have insisted on
the need for a US bail-out to protect
their sovereign investments.


US woes bounce back in other ways,
too. In August, Japan recorded its
first seasonally adjusted monthly
trade deficit in a quarter of a century
after shipments to the US slid 22 per
cent. Net exports are not expected to
contribute anything at all to Chinese
growth this year. “China feels the
same pain as America,” says Prof
Shen. “It is not a case of: ‘Your loss is
my win,’ but rather: ‘You lose, I
lose.’ ”


More fundamentally, the pattern of
flows from Asia to the US and other
deficit countries could change. If the
US can wean itself off what has been
an unhealthy addiction, the shock
could yet turn out to be to its


long-term advantage. It has already
started increasing exports and
importing less.


In another sign of change, the big
gap between returns that drove
Japanese capital to the US has
narrowed sharply for bonds and
disappeared altogether for equity, says
Peter Tasker of Kleinwort Dresdner.
“This could be the crumbling of the
configuration that has seen capital
surplus countries funding US
consumption,” he says.


For that to happen Asians would
have to start spending more at home.
That could be brought about by a
deep recession, which would oblige
them to run down savings.
Alternatively, Asian governments
could encourage their citizens to
break savings habits and go on a
US-style binge.


Chinese citizens, whose
consumption accounts for a measly
third of national output – against 70
per cent in the US – could certainly
spend more. But Beijing, which has
already taken steps to prick the
housing bubble, appears in no hurry
to encourage reckless spending.


Says Mr Fang: “I’m not sure you
should encourage people to borrow in
order to spend. That is what
bankrupted the US.”
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America’s chance to end its Asian addiction
too. But even if China, which grew at
12 per cent last year, loses 4
percentage points of growth, it will
still be clipping along at 8 per cent. If
the US or Europe loses the same
amount, it will be deep in recession.


Wall Street’s 9/11 could thus turn
out to be an important milestone on
the road to Asia’s century. US
presidential candidates invoked that
possibility last week in their debate.
Barack Obama referred to China’s


recent space walk as a sign that it
was catching up while America
floundered. John McCain, attacking
waste in Washington, said: “We owe
China $500bn.” Mr Obama went one
better, saying (more accurately) China
“now holds $1,000bn of our national
debt”. Linking finance with power, he
added: “There has never been a
country on earth that saw its
economy decline and yet maintained
its military superiority.”


There has been a cautious


Asia bankrolled US
budget and trade deficits
and provided the cash for
banks and individuals to
go on a spending spree


David Pilling


Republicans cannot spend their way out of crisis
Grover Norquist


Hank Paulson’s bail-out of the
financial industry will cost
taxpayers $700bn. Some
believe that the bail-out sig-


nals an abandonment of the Reagan
Republican goal of limited government.
That debate is under way.


Those who think Republicans have
ditched their limited-government aspi-
rations point to the Bush administra-
tion’s reflexive “throw money at it”
response to every crisis. In 2001 the
first response to September 11 was not
to attack al-Qaeda, but to pass a $20bn
domestic spending programme. The
response to Hurricane Katrina was
$85bn in public spending. The collapse
of AIG, the insurance giant, cost $85bn;
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae a further
$42bn. And now we have the pièce de
résistance – the opening bid of $700bn
for the financial bail-out of Wall Street.
Got a problem? We throw money at it.


Under George W. Bush federal spend-
ing rose from $1,789bn in 2000 to an
estimated $2,955bn for 2008; from
18.4 per cent of gross domestic product


to 20.8 per cent. In 1996 Bill Clinton
announced that the era of big govern-
ment was over. Perhaps Mr Bush has,
on behalf of the modern Republican
party, raised the white flag in surren-
der to bigger government.


But today’s policies turn into tomor-
row’s party platform if they are suc-
cessful. Ronald Reagan redirected the
modern Republican party away from
Eisenhower’s accommodation to the
New Deal and towards tax cuts, spend-
ing restraint, strong national defence
and less regulation. In pursuing those
policies, he helped win three presiden-
tial elections, captured the US Senate
for his party for the first time in 26
years and left a legacy of a growing
economy and a broken Soviet Union.


Mr Bush’s consistent bent towards
spending, and failure to reduce the reg-
ulatory burden, saw him limp to
re-election with 51 per cent of the vote
and led to the 2006 loss of the House
and Senate, won on behalf of Reagan-
ism in 1994. Senator John McCain won
the Republican nomination running as
“Not Bush”. If he wins the presidency,
it will be in large part because of his
distance from Mr Bush.


Parties redirect themselves towards


success and away from failure. When
Mr Bush leaves the White House, the
modern Republican party will snap
back to being the Reagan Republican
party. His experiment in big govern-
ment Republicanism will be seen like
Richard Nixon’s example before him –
as an aberration, a detour in the march
from Goldwater to Reagan.


The Democratic party is already the


party of tax and spend. There is no
future for the Republican party as a
second party willing to spend and
spend. The only alternative to tax and
spend is reform and limit.


America may be stuck with a mas-
sive bail-out of the financial system.
The question now is whether there will
be any reform that can prevent a sec-
ond or third failure. This financial


mess is already an encore. In the 1980s
the federal government’s guarantee to
investors amid the savings and loans
crisis created moral hazard. It encour-
aged banks to make riskier loans know-
ing they would reap any rewards and
that taxpayers would be stuck paying
for federally insured losses. This time
the game was played with a similar
federal guarantee standing behind two
government-sponsored enterprises,
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.


The waste of good taxpayer money to
buy bad loans can be mitigated if it is
accompanied by reforms that make a
second collapse and bail-out less likely.
Reforms would include having the
president repeal the Clinton-era regula-
tion that expanded the Community
Reinvestment Act and pressured banks
to make bad loans.


Mr Bush could, by executive order,
redefine the basis on which capital
gains taxes are calculated to being
based on historical costs plus inflation.
That would exempt the inflationary
gains in houses, buildings and stocks
from capital gains taxes and so raise
the real value of those assets. Creating
real wealth by reducing the tax burden
on savings and real assets is an


improvement on shifting money from
sound investments to bad ones.


Mr Bush should also direct the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission to
make mark-to-market accounting for
distressed assets voluntary. This
accounting regime has forced compa-
nies to value assets at less than their
intrinsic value, merely to reflect cur-
rent market uncertainty. Finally, the
financial records of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac should be put on the inter-
net to provide complete transparency
to every e-mail, contract, and personnel
and loan decision.


There are models of success. Welfare
reform in 1996 was not about throwing
more money at a problem. It led to a
reformed and limited welfare system
that freed millions from dependency.
The Freedom to Farm reform in 1995
phased out farm subsidies in return for
greater freedom for farmers.


Spending more money is what politi-
cians do when they cannot be bothered
to govern.


The writer is president of Americans for
Tax Reform and author of ‘Leave Us
Alone: Getting the Government’s Hands
Off Our Money, Our Guns, Our Lives’


Perhaps Bush has, on
behalf of the Republican
party, raised the white
flag in surrender to
bigger government
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